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Anglo-Saxon England
Chief editor: PETER CLEMOES
Elrington and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon, University of Cambridge

The only regular publication devoted solely to Anglo-Saxon studies and
to fostering cooperation between them all. It is the editors' intention,
by stimulating investigation of the less commonly considered forms of
evidence and by bringing related specializations into direct communication,
to promote fresh areas of knowledge and to invigorate growth in new
directions. A bibliography covering publications in all branches of
Anglo-Saxon studies for the previous year should help a reader to keep
in touch with current work in specializations other than his own.

Anglo-Saxon England 1
'Anglo-Saxon England i.. .is the first issue of an annual publication
intended to cover every aspect of Anglo-Saxon studies. It is a most
welcome venture and a valuable addition to the limited number of
periodicals devoted to special areas of research.' Antiquity

'A periodical such as this is not just a vehicle for publication but itself an
instrument for enriching Old English studies. The scope is r ight. . . here,
where nothing can be dismissed as irrelevant to an Anglo-Saxonist, no
reader can be excused for not reading, and being enriched by, every
contribution.' . English Studies

Anglo-Saxon England 2

'This volume lives up to the promise of the first. The sixteen essays here
presented, ranging in subject from place names to numismatics, jewelry,
literary criticism and chronology, seem almost to cross-fertilize each
other.. .Once again the bibliography, here for 1972, is exemplary, and
witnesses to the professionalism which appears to be the hallmark of the
first two volumes of this annual publication.' Church History

Anglo-Saxon England 3
Continuing the policy of its predecessors, this volume brings together
new work in various branches of Anglo-Saxon studies. The Anglo-Saxons'
sense of the past, their colour vocabulary and their ties of kinship are
among the topics considered. Evidence for contemporary ecclesiastical
architecture is extracted from an Anglo-Latin poem and evidence for the
post-Conquest Anglo-Saxon emigration to Byzantium from an Icelandic
saga. A leading critic of Old English literature provides a reconsideration
of The Seafarer. A review article surveys the work of the last twenty years
on Anglo-Saxon charters. The bibliography for 1973 continues the annual
series.
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